
 Ad hoc committee on practice parity/season definitions 
Chair: Jeff Bresnahan, Conn College 

Members: Bern Noack, Harvard. Amanda Callahan, RWU. Allie Blumenthal, CGA. Emilie 

Mademann, Conn Coll. Matt Lindblad, MIT. Also attending 1 or more meetings: Mike Kalin 

(NEISA Commissioner, MIT), Reed Maltbie (ICSA Executive Director). 

Committee met 4 times over the Fall 2022 sailing season. Goal of committee was to bring some 

sharper focus to issues around national parity in practice and competition time, student athlete 

time demands, season definitions, and other issues from the lens of DI and DIII varsity 

programs. Discussion was spirited with a wide range of viewpoints represented by the 

committee members. 

Based on the discussion, there was no consensus on a specific proposal that would be 

politically viable at the ICSA level and would resolve these issues. However, following trends 

and legislation being presented by the NCAA DIII competition committee, this committee 

considered a proposal that would offer clarity and definition to how most programs currently 

operate. The following draft is for NEISA discussion and comment and is based on the 

aforementioned proposed NCAA 

Season Definitions: 

Traditional Fall season: August 20-November 30. 

Non-Traditional Season: Dec 1-Jan 31 

Traditional Spring season: Feb 1 to conclusion of final national championship. 

Total allowed CARA: 

Allow 18 competition weekends as defined by the current ICSA procedural rules. In addition to 

these days of competition or practice (36 days maximum), permit 108 additional days to be used 

in the traditional Fall or Spring season. Teams may use 8 of the total 108 days during the non- 

traditional season. This concept does not change any of the currently existing ICSA rules regarding 
weekly, daily or hours. 

 

 

 



Spring 2023 Discussion Points: 

-Roster Limits for Cross Regional Events 

- Cross Regional and Regional at same institution 

-Coaching Limits for Cross Regional Schools 

- Other Topics are Welcomed 


